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17 stairs - stair lighting kit controller +
sensors

Price 162.21 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 24 hours

Number 557

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
Stairway lighting kit - using LED strip. 
 

The kit includes
 

- Intelligent controller to the stairs - https:/stair-lighting.com/smart-led-driver-for-lighting-stairs-driver-lighting-effects-
version-17k-p-280.html?language=en
 

- Motion sensors dedicated to the controller 2 pieces - https://stair-lighting.com/motion-sensor-light-sensor-in-one-
shortcircuit-no-or-nc-dedicated-to-intelligent-stairs-controllers-p-507.html?language=en

 

Increasingly fashionable intelligent lighting systems based on the fact that, due to motion sensors and controller settings, light
sources are activated or off according to the individual needs of owners, serving as their safety and aesthetic impressions
after dark.

To create a well-functioning illumination on the 17 stairs, we chose Polish control device for self-assembly and well
cooperating with it two motion sensors with built-in sensors twilight. They set parameters according to guarantee proper
illumination response to changes in the environment. This is ensured by advanced features.

Hardware controls the movement on the stairs in the up down even when users use the degrees simultaneously from above
and below. Lighting can fade or ignite smoothly or abruptly. It is regulated by example. Time igniting or extinguishing of the
light point. The stand by has 3 modes of operation.
We are pleased we will use the experience in the development of individual lighting kit - modifications will also be dedicated
to the Client price changes.

One intelligent controller and two motion detectors are the basis for an effective and reliable lighting system in the stairwell.
The whole can be programmed in many ways, according to the needs of interior users. The LED lighting system based on the
controller and sensors is a solution that is perfect not only on the staircase, but in virtually any interior where traditional light
sources can not cope. Led lamps reach the place where the top or side lighting does not reach. They can be used in the
stairwell not only in living rooms, but also in office, industrial or warehouse interiors.

A modern and technologically advanced controller enables programming of lighting in accordance with individual needs. It is
functional, easy to assemble and use, as well as without failure. With it you can program various lighting options, not only
illuminating the interior, but also shape the atmosphere in it. The set also includes motion sensors with built-in twilight
sensors. Due to this, the lighting switches on the same way as previously programmed. Users do not have to watch the
switches every time they climb the stairs. The big advantage of LED lighting is also its energy efficiency. It does not pull much
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from the electricity grid. Modern LED lighting system is a functional and convenient solution that will meet the expectations of
even the most demanding users.

This product has additional options:

Motion sensor - 2 pcs: T2 (+ 15.52 Euro ), T4B (+ 51.74 Euro ), T4B (+ 41.39 Euro ), I do not order
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